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Abstract 
The paper presents the new automatic personalized news-recommendation service provided by the CILEA Super-
computing Portal. The service, by enhancing the user-centered style of the Portal and facilitating supercomputing 
knowledge delivery, represents a further contribution to the promotion of the supercomputing culture and CILEA 
services. 
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The open problem at the origin of the pre-
sent work: giving the right news to the 
right users 
Supercomputing applications involve several  
heterogeneous scientific-knowledge universes 
(computational fluid dynamics, economy and fi-
nance, etc.) [2]. For each universe there is re-
lated news. In order to avoid giving all news to 
all users disregarding the specific universe the 
user works in, the solution of presenting news 
on the basis of syntactic match between the 
universe-name the news refers to and the uni-
verse-name the user works in, has been adopted 
in the CILEA Supercomputing Portal [1]. Al-
though this approach produces a useful dis-
crimination among news, it however turns out  
to be insufficiently refined if we consider the 
sub-set of news concerning a specific universe. 
Let us consider, for example, the computational 
fluid dynamics universe (CFD). It encompasses 
many heterogeneous application fields (Aero-
space, Biomedical, etc.) and various phenome-
nological areas (Turbulent Flows, Porous Media 
Flows, etc.).  A CFD user may be a mechanical 
engineer working in the aerospace industry, an-
other may be a genetic engineer working in the 
biomedical field, etc. So the problem of a more 
refined presentation of news arises. On the 
other hand, we must avoid bothering the user 
with many and not-easy-to-answer questions 
like: Which phenomenological area are you in-
terested in, and to what extent? And so forth.  
Inferring user interests: endowing Web-
sites with reasoning capabilities 
In order to overcome the above mentioned 
trade-off problem, we should provide a Website 
with the capability of inferring plausible hy-
potheses about the user interests on the basis of 
few and simple user-profile data. In other words, 
a Website should have the capability of reason-
ing under uncertainty conditions [4]. Such a ca-
pability has been embedded into the CILEA Su-
percomputing Portal. 
A solution built step by step 
Turning to the open problem, a solution to it 
has been defined and implemented step by step. 
Firstly, a recommendation method, based on 
automatically inferring user needs from user-
profile data acquired through few simple and 
easy-to-answer question, has been defined [3]. In 
order to complete the feasibility study of the 
proposal, the method has then been extended, 
implemented and tested in the context of an off-
line prototype where the real context has been 
simulated. The prototype has then been ex-
ported from the off-line simulated environment 
to the real supercomputing portal. Moreover, 
suited maintenance rules for the knowledge 
base updating have been defined too. At present, 
the service addresses the CFD universe. In the 
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near future it will be applied to other supercom-
puting universes. The prototype architecture al-
lows an easy extension to other universes.  
Automatic personalized news- recom-
mendation: a crucial feature for delivering 
knowledge 
Recommendation entails a suitable news-
presentation. In a personalized recommenda-
tion, news is presented according to its expected 
relevance degree to the current user. Given the 
large number of heterogeneous news  offered by 
a non-trivial Website, recommending the right 
news to the right users is a feature of para-
mount importance. If news-recommenda-tion is 
a convenience when displaying information on a 
desktop monitor (i.e. in a wired-Web context) 
since it facilitates the user in focusing his/her 
attention on the most relevant information, it 
becomes essential on handled wireless devices: 
their small screens require a drastic reduction 
of the number of  presented information. Rec-
ommendation is the feature the one-to-one 
marketing is based on [3]. Moreover, let us note 
that recommending news in a personalized way 
to a large number of users necessarily requires 
automation. Such a task, in turn, requires en-
dowing a Website with a certain autonomy de-
gree in decision making.  
Recommendation may be both passive and ac-
tive. Let us examine the two types.  
Passive recommendation: presenting 
relevant news when the portal is re-
quested to show the news 
In passive recommendation, the adjective “pas-
sive” stems from the fact that news presentation 
occurs on user demand. In other words, recom-
mendation occurs as a consequence of a user 
click on a given link, like, for example, “show 
my news”, or “show my home”, and so forth. 
Active recommendation: presenting rele-
vant news when the portal decides it is 
worth doing it 
Active recommendation consists in a suitable 
news-alerting occurring as a consequence of an 
autonomous initiative from the portal (hence 
the adjective "active").  If the portal notices that 
a certain piece of news is expected to be rele-
vant to a certain user, and the user has not 
seen it yet, then the portal does not wait for the 
user to connect, it autonomously intervenes by 
recommending the piece of news via e-mail. 
Applying the recommendation concept to 
the CILEA Supercomputing Portal 
Let us describe how the general concepts above 
illustrated have been practically applied to the 
CILEA Supercomputing Portal. At present, the 
CFD universe has been considered. A certain 
number of CFD application fields and phenome-
nological areas has been identified. Moreover, 
even a certain number of software packages 
used in CFD has been identified. Let us consider 
the database administrator side: the CFD expert 
classifies CFD news in a fine-grained manner 
(both qualitative and quantitative). Let us con-
sider the user-side: the user can enrich his de-
clared CFD profile by entering the specific CFD 
field/s he/she works in and/or the specific soft-
ware package/s he/she uses. Then, throught un-
certain reasoning, the portal extends the de-
clared profile by adding the inferred profile: hy-
pothetical user-interests, each one with the re-
lated probability distribution. The portal is 
therefore able to present news to the current 
user in a suitable form (passive recommenda-
tion), or to send an e-mail in case of high news 
relevance (active recommendation).  
Passive recommendation example 
Just to give an intuitive idea of how the method 
works, let us consider the following application 
example. Let us consider, for example, 6 CFD 
news and the different ways they are presented 
according to different user profiles. For exam-
ple, let us suppose that a user, say U1, declares 
he/she works in the Aerospace field. The passive 
news-recommendation feature will produce, for 
this user, the news presentation shown in fig. 1. 
Let us briefly comment the figure. 
Aerodynamics is strictly related to Aerospace, so 
an announcement of a conference concerning 
computational models in aerodynamics should 
be a good piece of news for U1. The physics of 
turbulent flows is studied in a certain number of 
CFD sub-areas, including aerodynamics, so U1 
is probably interested in the announce of a con-
ference concerning turbulent flows modelling.  
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Figura 1 - The portal adapts itself to the current user profile: the user U1 works in the Aerospace field 
 
FLUENT is a software package often used in 
aerodynamics, so a FLUENT conference an-
nouncement should receive at least a glance 
from U1. Let us now suppose that another user, 
say U2, declares he/she works in the Biomedical 
field and is a user of the software package 
FIDAP. The passive news-recommendation fea-
ture will produce, for this user, the news pres-
entation shown in fig. 2. 
We can notice that the aspect of the recommen-
dation has completely changed: what was in 
foreground for U1 is now at the end of the list 
for U2 because of his/her different profile. 
Active recommendation example 
Let us now pass to consider an example of the 
active recommendation service. Let us suppose 
that the following piece of news N is classified 
and then added to the portal database 
- Summer school 2003 on Computational 
Fluid Dynamics in Genetics 
Let us also suppose that both U1 and U2 have 
not recently visited the portal, so that they ig-
nore the existence of the piece of news. The 
portal notices all this and therefore passes to 
calculate the expected relevance degree of N 
with respect to U1 and U2. It finds that N is ex-
pected to have high relevance for U2 (who de-
clared to work in the Biomedical field), and low 
relevance for U1. So, the portal creates an e-
mail text announcing the piece of news (fig. 3) 
and sends it to U2 only. 
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Figura 2 - The portal adapts itself to the current user profile: the user U2 works in the Biomedical field and is a  
      FIDAP User 
 
 
 
Figura 3 - The user U2 (working in the Biomedical field) is reached by the announce of an event he/she should 
       be interested in 
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Conclusions and future work 
Let us briefly summarize the main relevant fea-
tures of the presented work.  
1) The conceptual structure of the presented 
method is general. It may be applied in many 
heterogeneous fields in which there is classified 
information on one hand and user profiles on 
the other hand.  
2) The presented feature makes the portal user-
adaptive: with passive recommendation it is the 
portal that adapts itself to the specific user pro-
file, with active recommendation it is the news 
itself that reaches the user.   
3) The presented service facilitates supercom-
puting knowledge delivery. As a consequence it 
represents a further contribution to the promo-
tion of the supercomputing culture and CILEA 
services. 
Among the future targets let us consider: apply-
ing the method to other universes (Structural 
Analysis, Chemistry, etc.), enriching the user 
model (including implicitly observed facts), en-
hancing the portal user-relationship manage-
ment capability. 
Appendix: How to use the passive recom-
mendation service 
Let us suppose you have already performed the 
login procedure (so that you are known by the 
portal). Perform the following steps: 
1) click MyProfile 
2) click My Interest Areas 
3) click Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
4) click refine 
5) refine your CFD profile 
6) click save 
7) click MyHome and notice that the news con-
cerning CFD are presented according your CFD 
profile. 
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